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Associated Course Proposal(s):
 New Graduate Course proposal ENG 435 titled Critical Conversations in the Teaching of English

 New Graduate Course proposal ENG 436 titled Theories of Socially Just ELA Instruction
 New Graduate Course proposal ENG 437 titled Teacher Action Research Methods

 New Graduate Course proposal ENG 438 titled Assessing and Analyzing Diverse Student Literacy Data
 New Graduate Course proposal ENG 439 titled English Teacher Advocacy in Action

1. Proposed Action
✓ New Major

New Sequence
New Certificate

✓ More than 50% of courses in this program are Distance Education
Degree Type(s)

Master of Arts, Master of Science

2. Provide Graduate Catalog copy for new program.

Master of English Education Requirements

The Master of English Education is a professional degree designed to improve the content and pedagogical knowledge of in service teachers of English language arts (ELA) who already
possess a bachelor’s degree in English Education. The 34 credit hour degree requires core coursework in English Education and elective coursework in English or related disciplines. It
also requires a thesis.

Students who wish to complete degree requirements for a Master of Arts rather than Master of Science, must complete the Graduate School Master of Arts degree foreign language
requirement.

English Education Content:

15 credit hours of the following: ENG 435, 436, 437, 438, 439.

Elective Content:

15 credit hours from 400-level courses in English. Students may take graduate courses in other related disciplines such as Educational Administration and Foundations, Special
Education, Teaching and Learning, Theater, and Communication. Written permission must be received prior to enrollment from the English Education Graduate Program
Coordinator.

Required Thesis:

4 credit hours of ENG 499 under the direction of English Education graduate faculty advisor or thesis chair

3. Provide a description for the proposed program.

The Master in English Education is designed for certified secondary English language arts (ELA) teachers who wish to deepen their knowledge of socially just ELA content, pedagogy,
and research.

Program students, or teacher scholars, will design and conduct research in their own secondary ELA classrooms. By sharing the findings of their research with professional audiences,
they will be able to improve the effectiveness of their socially just ELA instruction and advocate for the needs and strengths of all learners. These skills will equip program graduates
with critical tools to become reflective instructional leaders in their classrooms, departments, schools, state, and professional field.

Please also see the attached supporting document, in which our Feasibility Study is included.

4. Provide a rationale of proposed program.
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This program is a unique, research-based, and data-driven response to national, regional, and state needs as well as needs specific to the Illinois State University Department of English.

In the public sphere and in academic conversations the national teacher shortage has become a common, constant refrain. Illinois schools illustrate these trends, with high need schools in
urban and rural areas demonstrating the greatest need.[1] Of equal concern is the lack of diversity in the teaching pool, a direct contrast to the growing diversity in student populations
across the state.[2]

While our undergraduate program is strong and growing, this proposed program will allow greater opportunity to more specifically respond to needs within Illinois schools. A major
factor contributing to the teacher shortage is teacher retention. Research shows that more early career teachers remain in the profession when they teach within a supportive professional
community.[3] Our own graduates routinely remark that a barrier to staying in the profession and thriving in the classroom is the sharp division between their early and often isolating
first years of teaching and their time in our program at ISU in a collaborative and supportive cohort and learning community. We see this program as a direct response to the retention
problem of early career ELA teachers committed to redressing systemic inequities.

Program alum have, for years, reached out to program faculty and staff to inquire about graduate study within the Department of English; however, the inaccessibility of the current
Master’s program for full-time practicing English language arts teachers as well as the lack of courses specific to the study of English Education have caused them to go elsewhere for
graduate work.

Thus, we have designed the MS/MA in English Education program to be grounded in, emerging from, and contributing to current research in English teacher education as described
below:

Given the increasing diversity of our nation’s secondary schools, English language arts teachers need to be “advocates for and models of social justice and equity.”[4]
Socially just English language arts (ELA) instruction focuses on teachers’ ability to open opportunities for all students’ literacy learning, especially as they work within
systems of inequity that have historically marginalized students from minoritized racial, ethnic, economic, religious, sexual, gender, and other identifications.[5] Research affirms
the need to center socially just ELA instruction and study in teachers’ ongoing professional learning across time, diverse teaching contexts, power dynamics, and social
interactions.[6]
Research documents how, even when teachers are committed to enacting socially just ELA instruction, they face challenges in doing so as they work within complex school
systems.[7] Graduate study can effectively support their context-specific negotiation of these challenges, especially as teacher scholars work to deepen their understanding of the
social, economic, and cultural factors that both undermine and support families in high poverty communities.[8]
Teacher action research is key to studying one’s own practice in ways that inform future action in support of diverse student learning. Teacher action research methods have a
unique history in English education, which benefits teacher scholars in their ability to advocate for the results of their research in local, regional, and statewide conversations.[9]
The field of English language arts offers a unique set of interdisciplinary and critical inquiry tools for studying how language shapes teaching and learning in diverse
classrooms.[10]
Teacher scholars’ instruction benefits from opportunities to learn in community with other secondary ELA teachers, and this community can play an important role in
retaining teachers in the profession.[11]
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5. Describe the expected effects of the proposed program on existing campus programs (if applicable).

This is a non-traditional program for non-traditional students not otherwise coming to campus. Therefore, it does not negatively impact other programs on campus. This program will,
however, increase enrollment in existing English Department graduate courses and, potentially, other related disciplines.

6. Describe the expected curricular changes required, including new courses. If proposals for new courses that will be or have been submitted, please reference those
related proposals here:



There are five required core courses. These courses provide instructional support so that teachers can design, conduct, write about, and disseminate teacher action research that affects
instructional change.

Parallel to this proposal, we are submitting a Course Revision Proposal to change the name and revise the course description of one existing course, ENG 395, and its newly proposed
400-level parallel course, 435, from “Problems in the Teaching of English” to “Critical Conversations in the Teaching of English.” In this course students will learn reading, writing, and
rhetorical moves for mapping and then entering current critical conversations in the field of English education.

Four of the five required core courses are new. These course proposals are being submitted parallel to this proposal as well:

436 – Theories of Socially Just ELA Instruction – This course invites students, or teacher scholars, to deepen their understanding of the history of English education in relation to
theories of socially just English language arts (ELA) instruction and research. Teacher Scholars will complete a literature review and a theoretical framework articulation, as well as draft
a tentative inquiry question. Collectively this work will demonstrate their ability to situate their own questions and inquiry in relation to historical and present conversations in the field
of ELA, draw on theories to explain their inquiry approach, and continue to develop their own framework for socially just ELA instruction.

437 – Teacher Action Research Methods – Students, or teacher scholars, will study and join current conversations about how to research their socially just English language arts (ELA)
teaching. Teacher Scholars will revise and refine their locally situated research question; write a biography essay that explores how they come to the work and how their research
question emerges through their teaching; and draft a research proposal, including a revised theoretical framework and articulation of their chosen methodology and methods that support
researching this question. The study of Teacher Action research ethics and teacher identities and positionalities, especially in relation to their students and communities (school and
local), will guide this work.

438 – Assessing and Analyzing Diverse Student Literacy Data – Students, or teacher scholars, will learn techniques and research methods to analyze their study data as well as classroom
assessment—both formative and summative—methods and practices in the field of ELA; identify the need for new data, as their research project grows in response to continued analysis
of student learning; write a "research-based practice brief” that articulates the value of a particular ELA classroom assessment approach; and write lab reports from hands-on, in class
work with data from secondary ELA classrooms. This course stresses the recursive process of collecting, generating, and working with data within Teacher Action Research and
emphasizes the everyday work of the teacher scholars’ classrooms.

439 – English Teacher Advocacy in Action – Students, or teacher scholars, will articulate their tentative findings from data analysis drawn from their teacher action research and
determine how they may frame their emerging understandings for dissemination. Teacher scholars will learn how to advocate for all learners and socially just ELA instruction in their
local contexts and within particular policy and political dynamics by rhetorically analyzing and then identifying audiences, purposes, and venues for sharing their findings in order to
effect change.

7. Anticipated funding needs and source of funds.
Please see Financial Implication Form.

8. No Does this program count for teacher education?

9. The following questions must be answered.
Yes Have you confirmed that Milner Library has sufficient resources for the proposed program?

N.A. Have letter(s) of concurrence from affected departments/schools been obtained?
 A departments/school is affected if it has a program with significant overlap or if it teaches a required or elective course in the program.

 






